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I began in Australia among her Xanthorrhoea glauca, already at 
least three centuries old judging by their height. This species of  
grass tree, as it is more commonly known, is native to the rocky 
valleys and sandy fringes of  coastal New South Wales and, to a 

lesser extent, the south-east corner of  Queensland. Such flora grows a 
modest single centimetre per annum with a lifespan of  about 600 years. 
Immediately, a tangential historical calculation filled my mind — what 
is circumstance without happenstance? For instance, theoretically one 
could encounter a living specimen in Sydney that sprung from sodden 
earth as Richard III fell at Bosworth Field, for unlike plants, kings so 
wise, so young, they say, do never live long. From here, I advanced to 
South America where, like Darwin before me, I paused in the shadow of  
her towering Jubaea chilensis, Chilean wine palms that were amusingly 
if  not memorably described by the theorist of  evolution by natural 
selection as ‘a very ugly tree’ upon first sighting as the Beagle anchored 
at Concepción. Ambling through Tierra del Fuego, I made my way up 
to the Mediterranean to bask among her Quercus suber, or cork oaks, 
that like to congregate in Iberian forests. Departing this charmed clime, 
I found myself  funnelled into a staircase and, descending it, arrived at a 
stupendously vibrant field of  flowers. I marvelled at their stamens fringed 
by petals; erections, pretty if  not patient, programmed by evolution 
to invite promiscuity from bees that might never come to pollinate as 
Nature had intended. Indeed, how could they, under the hermetically 
sealed prophylactic glasshouse dome of  Singapore’s Gardens by the 
Bay? 

Billed as ‘a showpiece of  horticulture and garden artistry that presents 
the plant kingdom in a whole new way, entertaining while educating 
visitors with plants seldom seen in this part of  the world,’ Gardens 
by the Bay is the jewel in the city state’s strategic rebranding from a 
‘Garden City’ to a ‘City in a Garden’.1 The tourist attraction’s panoply 
of  climate-controlled domes, multi-storey water features, elevated 
walkways and designer ‘Supertrees’ — their LED canopies glowing 
like giant torches proffered to the heavens in celestial invocation —
draws an annual visitation pushing 9 million. Built on reclaimed 
land comprising millions of  cubic tonnes of  sand purchased from 
Singapore’s south-east Asian neighbours, the Gardens are sited in 
prime location facing the Straits, the narrow watery passage through 
which a quarter of  the world’s traded goods shimmies. Despite the 
futuristic curves of  its architectural grandeur, this green-thumbed 
engineering project is not especially new, representing merely one of  
the more recent terrestrial manifestations of  the naked ambition of  
nation building — since it became an independent nation 52 years 
ago, Singapore has grown a quarter in size through land reclamation, 
proportionally more than any other country on earth.2 Back inside the 
branded Flower Dome, rather than swatting away amorous bees I was 
engulfed instead within a swarm of  the global leisure class: hundreds 
of  visitors speaking perhaps in as many tongues, seemingly overjoyed 
and bored in equal measure, snapping away on their phones, mostly 
selfies with the carefully tended Gardens utilised as mere backdrop. 
Or, more accurately given the pictorial limitations of  platforms such 
as Instagram and its kind, the Gardens were further appropriated 
as digital wallpaper in front of  which collective vanity paraded. As 
the selfies chimed #ilovesg in unison, the Singapore Tourism Board 
smiled in real time. It might take a misanthrope not to join them.

And yet, it might only take an artist. Something in this experience 
of  Singapore – courtesy of  a stop-over on my way to somewhere 
else, a convenience that underpins Lee Kuan Yew’s foundational 
strategy for the island’s economic growth – reminded me of  the 
work of  Australian artist Gary Carsley. But if  I’m honest, I hardly 
needed the prompt; I was fully aware that at the very moment of  
my perambulatory audit of  curated vegetation the artist himself  was 
stepping off a plane at Changi.3 He was present for a meeting at the 
National Gallery of  Singapore (NGS) to discuss the progress of  a 
new work in development as part of  the institution’s OUTBOUND 
series of  site-specific commissions led by NGS curator Adele Tan. 
Carsley’s planned spatial intervention, scheduled to be unveiled next 
year across the surfaces and crevices of  the staircase that leads from 
the third floor to the rooftop sculpture garden, is suitably sited in the 
light-filled breach that connects the two houses built to embody state 
power – the former Supreme Court and City Hall building – that 
were conjoined in 2015 for the purposes of  housing culture.4 This 
specific context presents an opportunity for a performance of  what 
Carsley calls his disobedient ventriloquism, a term he utilises to signal 
his deployment of  theoretical as well as formal methodologies of  
‘queering’ the image. This is for him an essential objective if  art is to 
have any ‘capacity to be corrosive of  normativity,’ and instead be able  
to stretch the surface tension of  images to reveal the paradigmatic 
structures that frame them.5

City governments love to talk about so-called place-making, especially 
from a top down perspective. Few artists do or can, even from their 
customary bottom up viewpoint; fewer still with a precision of  place 
and its historical sense that amplifies more than the sound of  their 
own opportunistic itinerant passage through the welcoming ports of  
Art World Inc.6 ‘I grew up in Brisbane and there you have to be able to 
negotiate a position relative to Sydney and to Melbourne as well as to 
the rest of  the world’, Carsley admits before further confessing, ‘I am 
(as you might imagine living as we do on the edge of  Asia) interested 
in authorial models that are regional in origin. Really anything that 
originates outside the white tribal homelands is intriguing to me in 
the context of  Australia and its evolving identity.’ This clearly applies 
to the conception of  Carsley’s signature draguerrotypes, a teasing 
coinage adopted for digital photographic renderings of  gardens from 
around the world schematised into alluring arrangements of  faux 
wood grain swatches outputted as Lambda monoprints that he has 
produced since 2002. These highly constructed images are defined by 
Carsley’s paradoxical decision to make them at once inimitable as non-
editioned material entities (as silvered copper daguerreotypes were 
and remain), while flaunting the practically infinite options available 
for their application thanks to their inherent digital reproducibility. 

Moreover, deferring to the artist’s endlessly inventive incantations 
when theorising his own practice, Carsley’s draguerrotypes can 
be regarded as transimages ‘that resist cohering within cisimagistic 
paradigms such as hybridity … [and are instead] dubitative and reject 
the validity of  temporal binaries exemplified by the contrasting terms 
past and present or the dichotomy of  art and craft, a schizophrenic 
cleft more pervasive in Australia than elsewhere.’ A close reading 
of  the emergence of  Carsley’s draguerrotypes suggests that not for 
nothing did his investigation begin with a quartet of  garden scenes of  
Monticello, Virginia (designated D.1–4 in a sequence now approaching 
D.111 with the forthcoming NGS commission), before leaving the 
stately neoclassical realm of  Thomas Jefferson’s plantation villa for 
the dense vegetation of  Kurnell, Botany Bay National Park, Sydney 
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Left: Gary Carsley, D.105 Astria Portia Montreal/Brisbane (2013), lambda 
monoprint, wall pins and lambda monoprint applied to IKEA Gilbert Chair.  
240 x 240 x 60 cms (shown animated by Sydney artist Louise Zhang).



(D.10, 2003), among numerous other local sites.7 For all the differences  
between colonial American and Australian conceptions of  land and 
liberty, Carsley’s adroit selection of  gardens as sites for an aesthetics 
of  intersectionality show themselves capable of  encompassing 
transhistorical comparisons between, on the one hand, the ignominy 
of  Jefferson’s declaration of  unalienable rights that served no slave in 
his time with, on the other, the shameful sanctimonies of  sovereignty 
that have been on plentiful display since the First Fleet sailed through 
the heads of  Botany Bay. That’s a lot of  responsibility for some 
decorative garden pictures to hold. But as Carsley puts it, ‘The garden 
has been both subject and object in my practice for more than 20 
years … I’m not interested in a practice that generates images of  
struggle, but a practice that embodies struggle itself. I regard memory 
as a site of  resistance … the paradox of  moving forward while going 
back.’ Such a clear-sighted dictum is fortified by Carsley’s persistent 
fondling of  the double-sided coin of  beauty and venality, a currency 
he believes has held its value from the Greeks, the Church and the 
Royal Court until now. He summarises:

Since 2009, I have been investigating the validity of  Neo-medievalism 
as a model for interpreting globalisation as it impacts on the evolving 
cultural and political economy, and to consider the implications of  
Neo-medievalism as a framework for negotiating atemporality and 
anachronic time, when applied to my practice.

This philosophy is exemplified in the conception of  the ambitious 
body of  work grouped under the rubric Sciencefictive that was staged 
over twelve months in 2014–15 in Brisbane, Ulm, Singapore and New 
Jersey.8 Sciencefictive was conceived as a hortus conclusus, a Latin 
term meaning ‘enclosed garden’ that in late-medieval painting was 
employed as a setting for depictions of  the Virgin Mary and motif  
for Immaculate Conception (as the visual metaphor would have it: 
enclosed garden, enclosed womb). Throughout each gallery/garden 
Carsley arranged a complex yet cohesive suite of  component works, 
most prominently a series of  what he calls Moongates/Stargates. 
These beautiful draguerrotyped renditions of  scenes of  parks and 
gardens from around the world (Pfaueninsel Park, Berlin; Chapultepec 
Park, Mexico City; Toohey Forest, Brisbane; among others) are 
framed by designs of  moon gates, traditional architectural elements 
of  Chinese gardens that act as pedestrian passageways, sourced from 
specific examples (correspondingly, The Moongate of  the Garden of  
the Palace Museum, Taipei; The Moongate of  the Montreal Chinese 
Garden; The Moongate of  the Singapore Chinese Garden). Riffing 
on the 1994 Hollywood sci-fi film Stargate and subsequent TV series, 
premised on the emergence of  an ancient ring-shaped device that 
creates a wormhole enabling travel to a similar device elsewhere 
in the universe, Carsley conflates the expansion of  the principles 
of  soft power (Chinese gardens have proliferated throughout the 
world since Nixon’s 1972 visit to Beijing especially) with the pliable 
commodification of  culture (evidenced by the long tail of  revenue 
generated by the Stargate franchise). 

Additionally, Sciencefictive saw each art institution treated as more 
than mere venue, but rather as the centre of  the universe. Each gallery 
space in which the project was presented was conceived as a mappa 
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mundi whereby the exhibition’s host city was encircled by Carsley’s 
Moongate/Stargates arranged in an order that aligned with their 
relative geographical distance and direction from the institution. These 
works were accompanied by Carsley’s long-standing appropriation 
of  pieces of  IKEA furniture as readymade sculptures. The LACK 
side table for instance, introduced to the world by IKEA in 1979 and 
by now its most iconic product priced at a ridiculously low $9.95, is 
transformed by a Lambda skin of  imagery generated by the artist 
as digital pietra dura. Thus, in a single object of  domestic banality 
Carsley extends the symbolic import of  his Moongates/Stargates by 
contrasting the humanist tradition of  hand-made mosaic inlay with 
the corporate fallacy of  ‘democratisation’ perpetuated by a so-called 
economy of  scale of  ‘good design’ for global consumers.

Broader implications of  the seemingly unstoppable march of  
neoliberalism (merely a synonym for Neo-medievalism in Carsley’s 
view) may be considered within a single sculptural component of  
Sciencefictive, in this case his appropriation of  IKEA’s PAX wardrobe. 
Following its previous iterations, the PAX was repurposed for The 
National 2017, Sydney’s fresh multi-venue biennial showcase of  
new Australian art. At the Museum of  Contemporary Art Australia 
(MCA) the wardrobe was installed flush with a wall covered by a 
monochromatic photographic image of  New York’s Wave Hill Public 
Gardens, ‘renowned for its intimacy of  scale and carefully cultivated 
serendipity.’9 Opening its doors revealed a trompe l’oeil, an effect 
created by lining the wardrobe’s interior with D.100 Wave Hill/A 
Tree Struck by Lightning (2014–17). This immediately transported 
viewers as if  through an astria porta, to its more local namesake in the 
Northern Territory, best known as the scene of  the Wave Hill Walk-
Off, a 1966 strike by Aboriginal workers for better pay and conditions. 
Gingerly stepping inside to take a seat upon its accompanying IKEA 
GILBERT chair, I was struck by the question: who can argue we don’t 
now find ourselves in a world, let alone a museum, that seems to all 
intents and purposes pre-arranged like one big IKEA showroom? As 
New Yorker journalist Lauren Collins observed at IKEA’s store in 
Hyllie, a suburb of  the Swedish city of  Malmö, which is maintained 
by the conglomerate as its ‘everyday best practice’ store:

Those customers who would like to veer off the IKEA-approved route 
often cannot find the exit. IKEA stores have secret doors, like those in 
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe: one can step through them 
and go directly from Living Rooms (which an IKEA store always starts 
with) to Children’s Rooms (‘Cots are our ticket to building a lifelong 
relationship with our core customers,’ according to an internal report) 
without having to look at two hundred bath mats on the way. But 
hidden portals are almost impossible to find: if  sticky eyeballs are the 
metric of  success on the Internet, then IKEA rules sticky feet.10

Perhaps the most impressive aspect of  Carsley’s character is his 
capacity to revel in, rather than be repelled by, superficial engagement 
with his transimages (at the MCA I spied him expressing genuine 
elation as gallery-goers, including prominent collectors, primped and 
posed within its interior for instant social media likes), while at the 
same articulating the work’s underlying structural premise in the most 
serious of  terms:
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The rise of  Neo-medievalism means that how workers organise 
themselves to resist exploitation is no longer a question limited in its 
relevance to the developing world. The accelerating collapse in the 
value of  labour relative to that of  capital, linked to the processes of  
globalisation detailed in Thomas Friedman’s Neo-feudal vision of  
the Flat World is not confined to the real economy; it is present in a 
heightened form in the cultural economy; paradoxically, more so in 
the art world, than anywhere else.11

Carsley’s contribution to The National was ensconced within the 
MCA’s low-ceilinged second floor, a perfect site for an artist who 
routinely designs his wallpapered settings at the domestic scale of  240 
centimetres in height, this being the legal minimum for a space to be 
defined a ‘Habitable Room’ under the Building Code of  Australia. 
Entering the room one heard the baritone of  a familiar voice. Into 
The Paper Walls Part IV – On The Wings of  An Eagle (2017), the 
only moving image work in Carsley’s installation, was a kind of  drag 
performance, which  mashed the artist’s lipstick-painted mouth on  
marble busts of  Cicero and Pericles that lip-synched Gough Whitlam’s 
1972 election campaign opening speech. This era-defining moment, 
delivered in the heart of  working class suburban Sydney at Blacktown 
Civic Centre, resoundingly ushered in massive social and cultural 
change following the stifling conservative grip on Australian politics 
and polity in the post WWII period.12 The unashamed visual humour 
of  the performance (although it must be said that whatever spirit 
of  camp Carsley brought to it has always been present in Gough’s 
showmanship) was balanced by the profundity of  its pronouncements. 
For the 15-year-old artist at the time, poised on the cusp of  his coming 
of  age just as the nation teetered into cosmopolitanism, Whitlam’s 
statesmanship tantalised Carsley’s latent artistic impulses with its 
transcendence of  the cultural cringe: ‘We have a new chance for our 
nation. We can recreate this nation. We have a new chance for our 
region. We can help recreate this region.’13

Staying with seminal public pronouncements, Carsley is fond of  
recalling the impact of  first hearing Brisbane-born compatriot David 
Malouf ’s Boyer Lecture of  1998 on ABC Radio. The lecture affirmed 
Carsley’s perceptions of  constructed landscapes as embodiments of  
oppression and suppression at the level of  the individual and the nation. 
Titled A Spirit of  Play: The Making of  Australian Consciousness, 
Malouf ’s oratory rumination included a passage devoted to the 
idea of  the Australian landscape, stressing ‘the landscape the first 
settlers came upon … was a product of  [Aboriginal] culture, and a 
reflection of  it, every bit as much as the landscapes of  Italy or France 
or England.’14 Moreover, this observation advanced a more critical 
proposition: 

In a continent as large as ours, there are many kinds of  landscape, 
and all of  them typical of  a particular region, no one of  them 
more authentically Australian than another … The old idea that 
everywhere in Australia looks the same — the myth of  the great 
Australian uniformity — was just that, a myth. It was meant, I think, 
to confirm an Australian need. The landscape was to be our model 
for a corresponding conformity in the body social and politic. Perhaps 
you need to believe in the idea of  diversity before you develop an eye 
for it in the world about you.15

It is this predisposition toward conformity in the Australian national 
psyche – social, intellectual, aesthetic or otherwise – that animates 
Carsley’s idea of  himself  and of  his practice as a disobedient 
ventriloquist. Crucially, Carsley goes further than Malouf  by 
advancing within his practice a charge for artists to reveal, resist and 
finally ridicule its foundational premise, while never forgetting that 
subversion is not mutually exclusive with the idea of  entertainment. 
Like the showman who is given moral licence to tease taboos and slay 
shibboleths by animating a doll sitting on his knee, Carsley exploits 
otherwise inanimate, mute and dumb playthings for ulterior motive. 
Such toys delight audiences with their frivolity in contradistinction 
to the greater demands made by the objects of  artists’ labour; with a 
voice thrown in our direction, Carsley’s wry yet pleasing tone ensures 
all eyes stay on the dummy, dummy. We’d best be careful: round these 
parts at least, if  we don’t develop a collective ear for it Gary Carsley’s 
disobedient ventriloquism will have its revenge on Australia and we 
might not even notice it.16

Above: Gary Carsley, Into The Paper Walls Part IV (2017), two- channel HD 
video, 4.38 mins, wallpaper environment. Detail (Pericles/Whitlam/Cars-
ley). Image courtesy of the artist.
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of the twenty-first century, New York: Farrar, Strauss and Giroux, 2005, a 
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to ‘an even playing field’ that has disrupted and will continue to disrupt 
Western hegemony (in global commerce in particular). 
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Boyer Lecture, 1998. Full transcript available at http://www.abc.net.au/
radionational/programs/boyerlectures/
15. Ibid. 
16. For the record, I am all too aware that by generously peppering this 
text with quotes from the artist I could fairly be charged with, in effect if 
not affect, too easily accepting the guise of the ventriloquist’s dummy. In 
my defence: all writers adopt other voices precisely to arrive at their own.

ENDNOTES

1. See http://www.gardensbythebay.com.sg
2. See Samanth Subramanian, ‘How Singapore is creating more land for 
itself,’ The New York Times, 20 April 2017. Subramanian cites Singaporean 
artist Charles Lim Yi Ying’s Sea State body of work – Singapore’s 
representative at the Venice Biennale 2015 – as an example of how art has 
responded to this phenomenon.
3. Ever since encountering John Clark’s ‘The 1968 “Euronale” of Sydney 
and other matters’ in these pages (Contemporary Visual Art + Culture 
Broadsheet, vol. 37, no. 3, 2010, Singapore Biennale special issue), I’ve 
wanted to steal his memorable coinage ‘perambulatory auditor’ as a 
deliciously droll term for what can sometimes feel like the perfunctory 
tabulation of the art-goer. So now I have. 
4.Carsley’s research and development for this NGS commission is 
supported by Asialink Arts under its 2017 Residency Program.  
5.  All quotes from the artist are taken from conversation and correspondence 
with the author, July–September 2017. 
6. ‘The historical sense involves a perception, not only of the pastness 
of the past, but of its presence … This historical sense, which is a sense 
of the timeless as well as of the temporal and of the timeless and of the 
temporal together, is what makes a writer traditional.’ T.S. Eliot, ‘Tradition 
and the individual talent’ (1919) in Selected essays, London: Faber & 
Faber, 1932: 14. In conversation Carsley often cites this essay as formative 
of his own disdain for artists’ amnesiac forays into culture, thus forming 
an unexpected bond with the maudlin modern poet and Lloyd’s banker. 
Interestingly, Carsley renounced Catholicism early in life, while Eliot turned 
to it later in his, though the former is known to never be seen without rosary 
beads draped across his upper torso.  
7. The first 50 draguerrotypes can be perused sequentially in gorgeous 
reproduction in Rafael von Uslar (ed.), Gary Carsley: Draguerrotypes, Köln: 
Darling Publications, 2007. 


